Border Suspense/Drama
Nicholl Fellowship semi-finalist screenplay
A father and his young son separated at a border crossing 20 years before reconnect in the
most dangerous and unlikely of circumstances when one becomes a feared drug dealer and
the other a successful businessman living under a stolen identity.
Borrowing from Patricia Highsmith’s Plein Soleil ("The Talented Mr. Ripley") and Pedro
Almodovar’s fiery melodramas, CLANDESTINO tells the propulsive story of a father's obsessive
search for his estranged son, exploring themes such as identity and the persistence of love
beyond loss.
The heightened tension between the US and Mexico and the world of undocumented workers
in Los Angeles offer a layered backdrop for a 20-year saga of a father and son adrift between
both countries.

The treatment of immigrants is one of the greatest injustices done in our
government's name.
Bill Gates

It's always good, when it comes to immigration, to always be paranoid.
You can never be too paranoid.
Ann Coulter

Everyone has an opinion when it comes to immigration - strong, intense
opinions.
Jose Antonio Vargas

Separated from his family during a botched border crossing attempt, Mexico national Lazaro Solano
starts a 20 year quest to reunite with his estranged family.
Joining the day laborers’ clandestine grind at the Home Depot in Hollywood, Lazaro eventually gets a
job with the brutish and volatile Sammy de la Luna, who not only owns a successful construction
business, but with whom he also happens to share a striking physical resemblance. A life changing
opportunity arises when Sammy dies falling into the pool being built at his own home, prompting his
shattered widow Sara to make Lazaro an extraordinary proposition: they should bury Sammy under the
pool and Lazaro should take his identity as a US citizen and help her run the company. In exchange,
he’d be free to go back to Mexico and bring his family back to the US. But on his return to Mexico,
Lazaro not only discovers that his son Mateo has left in anger, blaming Lazaro for their separation, but
that his sickly wife has now passed away.
Devastated, Lazaro searches for his son everywhere, but eventually resigns to return to his new life in the
US.

Twenty years later, Lazaro is now widely known as Sammy de La Luna, a respected business owner,
community leader and immigration activist, who has helped dozens attain asylum in the US and he’s
the principal of an inner city school, which he runs with his wife Sara. They have become a power
couple with a transformative presence, despite their proverbial skeleton in the closet, or under the
pool. But the years have not lessened Lazaro's hope to reunite with his son Mateo. On the contrary,
Lazaro has diligently tracked all LA shelters, immigrant cemeteries from California to New Mexico,
and has hired private investigators on both sides of the border to find him.
Lazaro’s moral dilemma grows to a boiling point when he is torn between his long standing “taxes”
to the local cartel and the recent killing of two of his star students. The suspect is a certain 'El Maton',
an infamous cartel hitman, about the same age as his long lost son and who also crossed the
border two decades ago.
Lazaro trails El Maton and confirms that the feared enforcer is indeed Mateo. Both worlds come
crashing down as Mateo is arrested and Lazaro's stolen identity unravels, triggering a high profile
scandal that captures the anxieties and polarities of current US/Mexico relations. Justice is indeed
delivered to both unlawful immigrants... but the question is, will they get their redemption?

The widely accepted undocumented day laborers in front of The Home Depot megastore are a complex allegory of
modern America. Ironic, hypocritical, justified, perennial, tragic… and invisible in plain sight. It is emblematic of the very
immigration conversation we experience today and have been experiencing over the last several decades.
The story of Clandestino goes beyond the usual dynamics of the border drama genre and spins around the central notion
of lost and stolen identity - be it between the estranged father and son, between the two countries and their 2000 miles of
shared borders… between the push and pull of the two worlds and two lives that can never be reconciled. Lazaro's story is
basically the story of the good man who crosses to the wrong side of the law. Though his motives may have always been
virtuous and unselfish, we experience the burden Lazaro bears for his bad decisions and fluid morality.
When the jig is up and the Lazaro Solano/Sammy De La Luna case goes public, it blows up as a polarizing scandal that
suggestively captures all of the anxieties of US immigration. From the honorable life he was able to build as a famed
immigration activist, respected councilman and Latin dignitary... to being discovered as an illegal immigrant with a
hijacked identity and a murder suspicion: the arc of the protagonist leaves him with no choice but to turn himself, which
end up ironically freeing him from his unbearable clandestinity.
The tragic dimension of the economic migrant narrative is of course as contemporary as ever in Trump's America, but
compelling beyond any given administration for the two legitimate opposition it presents - either making the case for the
human rights story or for the equally valid case of national sovereignty.
The poetic ending that sees both father and son reunited and regained of their original identities (albeit in prison), at the
same time goes completely unnoticed by the right wing pundit who sees nothing but fodder for his old jargon: build a taller
wall.

Lazaro Solano
At 30, Lazaro Solano leads a modest life in the vibrant
border town of Tijuana. With a steady construction job, his
beautiful wife Rosa, and precocious young son Mateo, life
follows its humble course until Rosa develops a pernicious
cough, kick-starting a series of unfortunate events which
force Lazaro towards a risky and decisive act: to cross the
border with his family into a fate which tears team apart,
propelling him into a downward spiral of deceit and a
life-long search for his lost son.
Sara De La Luna
In the US, Lazaro finds a job with a landscaping company
where he meets Sara, the wife of his brutish boss, Sammy
De La Luna. Sara helps her husband run the business.
However, Sammy's volatile nature and abusive ways burn
a deep seated resentment in her. When Sammy's anger
takes a deadly turn, Sara makes a merciless decision,
dragging Lazaro into her strategic plot to take over the
business and build a secret life together.

Nuno Flores
A Brazilian street hustler and drug dealer, Nuno Flores meets
Lazaro for the first time in a Los Angeles Home Depot parking
lot amongst numerous migrant laborers. Nuno tries to shake
down Lazaro, but soon discovers that he is penniless and
desperate to reunite with his lost wife and son. Nuno is willing
to help Lazaro find them "for a fee". What begins as a duel of
personalities soon develops into a bond that spans across
decades.
Sammy De La Luna
The owner of Moonlight Landscape & Construction and
notorious hot-head, Sammy hires Lazaro from a mob of
migrant workers, to work on his own swimming pool dig.
When Sammy suspects his wife Sara of consorting with
Lazaro, his volatility builds to a vicious head. One drunken
night, he lashes out at Lazaro which leads to a gruesome
accident, setting Lazaro and Sara on a course toward a life
of prosperity, secrecy, and doomed fate.

Elevating the material from the strictly "civil rights",
documentary space of conventional border stories,
Clandestino’s aesthetics will place a lot of attention
on production design and a controlled color palette.
The carefully structured visual style will give the
narrative a more original feeling of a fable, despite its
gritty subject matter.
To illustrate the two different epochs in which the story
unfolds - present day and the late 90’s - the pastel
photography will feature a triadic color scheme of
mustard and cerulean with accents of bright red.
Lazaro's innocence and nostalgia will be expressed
with the desaturated yellows, contrasted with the
steely blue to illustrating the ample obstacles that
come in between him and his desire to reunite with his
son. Accents of red will punctuate dark and violent
turns in the story.

The leitmotif of the wall will accompany Lazaro throughout his
journey - from the very first shot with the walls of The Home Depot
megastore leading us to the parking lot, the wall (and sea-wall)
between San Ysidro and Tijuana, the wall between Lazaro and
Mateo’s solitary cells and finally the walls of prison that constrain
their relationship at the end. The use of murals will also punctuate
Lazaro’s existence in LA in the 90’s.

Filming in the quaint neighborhood of Highland Park, the film will
capture the nostalgic feeling of a Los Angeles of the past,
reminiscent of some 1970’s New Hollywood cinema,
such as Straight Time and Five Easy Pieces.

And take inspiration by the complex morality of
some of Pedro Almodovar’s classics,
such as All About My Mother and Talk To Her.

RICHARD GOLDGEWICHT - Director/ Writer
Richard Goldgewicht is a Brazilian filmmaker based in Los Angeles who has worked in the space of fiction, documentary and anima
films. His work has played major film festivals around the world such as Rotterdam, Annecy, Hot Docs and at the Lincoln Center Film
Society, as well as dozens of international venues. His directorial debut PABLO, about counter-cultural artist and film designer, Pablo
Ferro opened at the 2012 Rotterdam Film Festival to great critical acclaim. Starring Jeff Bridges and featuring a host of film personalit
and stars, Richard's animated doc went on to play dozens of festivals worldwide and sell internationally. His most recent effort, the
animated A THOUSAND KISSES (2018) opened at the last edition of the Annecy Film Festival and has since played over 90 festivals
collecting several film and design awards and being presented in museums in the US, Germany and Brazil.

JASON GURVITZ - Producer
After serving as Director of Production and Acquisitions at Maya Pictures, Jason founded Green Dog Films and Hidden Tears Project.
has produced a number of critically acclaimed feature films such as AVENGED (2013), the documentary 3 HIKERS (2015), THE RUSSIA
BRIDE (2019), THE SUBMARINE KID starring Finn Wittrock (2015) and , BROKEN KINGDOM (2012) starring Rachel Leigh Cook and Seymo
Cassel, among others. Recently Jason won a coveted spot in the Imagine Impact screenwriting lab (2019), created by Brian Grazer
and Ron Howard, where he developed his one hour drama THE INTERPRETER. His feature hybrid animated/ live action, UNWRITTEN, w
one of the Blacklist's Top 10 Unproduced Animated Scripts. Jason’s upcoming projects for 2019 and 2020 include the period drama
LILY, directed by renowned Australian filmmaker Nadia Tass, as well as TARTARUS,
a sci-film starring Bruce Willis.

CAROLINA VIANNA - Executive Producer
Carolina Vianna is an executive with 25 years of experience in the entertainment industry, having worked for pay TV
channels (HBO Brasil, Sony Pictures Television and MTV Networks) and streaming services (Terra and Netflix). In 2017
Carolina Vianna shifted her career to become an independent Executive Producer of films and TV shows to/from
Latin America and the US. During this first year running her company Team Up Entertainment, she sold 3 original series
to Brazilian channels and packaged 2 local films – Miss Beach Star and Awkward Love – both in pre production. She
is also representing a few feature films to the international distribution market.

NATALIE BALLESTEROS - Producer/ Casting Director
Casting Director, Producer and Acting Coach Natalie Ballesteros began her path in the entertainment industry as a
professional actor for off-Broadway repertory companies in critically acclaimed productions. Her passion for the arts
eventually evolved into a love for directing theater, producing, coaching fellow actors and casting. She's recently
provided her casting skills for Hulu's EAST LOS HIGH, Netflix's NARCOS: Mexico, HBO's ICEBOX, Sundance 2019 film THE
INFILTRATORS, and Disney-Pixar's Academy Award Winning film COCO. Natalie offers an established industry
perspective for both casting and production. industry perspective for both casting and production.

